Travel back in time to experience the rustic life of a lighthouse keeper with hands-on, interactive activities

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Spend the night in our 1879 Hooper Strait Lighthouse!
- Hands-on tour of the lighthouse
- Try on the clothing and experience the duties of a traditional lighthouse keeper
- Hear thrilling tales of adventure about lighthouses of years past
- Work toward earning a lighthouse badge
- Swear the “Oath of Lighthouse Allegiance” and become an official Hooper Strait Light Keeper
- Discover facts and clues about living in a lighthouse through games and activities

**PROGRAM DETAILS**

**When:** Fridays and Saturdays in April, May, June, September, October. Program begins at 7pm and ends at 9am the following morning.

**Cost:** $40 per participant with a 12 person minimum, 18 person maximum

**Fee Includes:**

- Dedicated CBMM facilitator
- Cost of program activities
- Two days admission to the museum
- Souvenir patch

Groups may add-on a drop-in scenic river cruise aboard the 1920 buyboat Winnie Estelle at the member rate, subject to seasonal availability.

Space is limited. Reservations are on a first-come, first-served basis.

Reserve your weekend now by visiting: cbmm.org/lighthouseovernights